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Featured Videos
1. BTSxHarry Potter AU [BTS FMV], by Bevy Cheng
I love BTS and Harry Potter haha so once I saw those AU edits around Twitter... I knew I
had to try and make one myself!

2. One day left, everyone. by Alana King
3. The best look 🦋, by Hailey
4. The Grief Playlist, by Fayza
The Grief Playlist was made for a remix culture video editing class as a final project. The
purpose of this fanvid is to highlight the experiences with grief young women from the
shows Pretty Little Liars, Roswell New Mexico, The Vampire Diaries, Stranger Things,
Veronica Mars, and Riverdale face over the arc of each show's first season.

5. I love you, Azula, I do, by lud
Azula edit that literally destroyed me while I was making it. I love you, Azula, I do.

6. History has its eyes on AO3, by ArsanL
Some fanfics *really* like to use the same phrases for their titles... Inspired by the classic
Hallelujah fanfic title video: https://youtu.be/CygzU9x49x8

7. The Look of Heartbreak in Movies/TV, by @lizardgems
8. 006 #bridgerton #bridgertonedit, by @vintagemovie
*designates a premiere

9. What Could've Been, by AurumCalendula
Why does it end this way?

10. Fire Drills, by nu_Breed
Mianmian is the final girl in this horror show.

11. Pipeline, by Sumana Harihareswara
The tech industry has a blank space, and is quite eager to write your name." I wanted to
vivisect the ways the mainstream US software industry tries to attract marginalized
people, especially women, into engineering careers, but doesn't take care to keep people
who have entered the "pipeline." I'm not the first, by far, to use the "leaky pipeline"
metaphor, nor to use Taylor Swift to critique the tech industry. But I hadn't yet seen
anyone use "Blank Space" specifically to analogize the tech industry to Swift's narrator,
and I hope I did a good job demonstrating that similarity. I juxtaposed visuals from ads,
films, TV, documentaries, comics, and the web.

12. Money | Korean Multifemale, by cosmoso
WOMEN🧎♀️

13. *The Matrix | Ecophony Rinne, by aceiel
Drawing from Geinoh Yamashirogumi's trilogy of death/rebirth themed music to reflect
upon the lineage and future of The Matrix, and Neo's journey of self-actualisation
influenced by his relationship to Trinity and Morpheus's faith in him in the 1999 film.

【陈情令 · 群像高燃】全员向打戏踩点混剪

14.

[CQL · Mashups-Straight Fire] All Member Combat Scenes Synchresis
Mashups

15. Fandom - #marvel, by @fandom_edits 101
16. photocard toploader decorating, by ityjrnls
17. #marvelart, #fyp, #scarlettjohansson, by @millabadillasart
18. Handlebars (Black Widow fanvid), by seekingferret
And it feels so good to be alive and on top.
Warnings: Major character death , Graphic violence , Slavery , Child harm , Suicide

19. Young Royals | Brutal, by wrensandroses
An exploration of mental health, love, responsibility, and the negative aspects of fame
and the media.

20. The Look of Love in Movies/TV (part 3), by @lizardgems

21. How Jack rescued Castiel from "The Empty" again, but this time
Cass takes the lead, by @z.fallen_angel.z
22. BOSS BITCH | MULTIFANDOM, by Olivia Johnston Riley
Fun-flashy-feel good aestheticized multifandom celebration of queer and femme power!

23.

镇魂 Guardian | I WANT CANDY [FMV], by Meh Young Chan

24. Unboxing BTS Album💜, by Jahnamaee
25. BTS - Life Goes On 💜, by gil_liany
26. *Reach Out, by Lola
You & I, in defiance

27. Ease My Mind | Legend of Two Girls, by AurumCalendula
'I need you to be here'

28. Wunderland, by traf
This AMV is inspired by nards.

